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DIR CITE WAVE 8475

RYBAY TYPIC GEXFOR AMWEE COMMO

REFS A. WAVE-8474 (10 72685)
P. WAVE 8475 (10 72682)

1. FOLL IS TRANSLATION REF A: 46. AMWEE-1 TO CO. WILL LEAVE FOR MEXICO RPT MEXICO 6 RPT 6 DEC WITH MY WIFE. I HAVE PERMISSION UNTIL 13 RPT 13 DEC. WOULD LIKE TO KNOW TOMORROW WHETHER YOU COMING MEXICO OR SHOULD I GO (WAVE AREA) SATURDAY. NEW CULVERT DROP SITE IS AT MAP PAGE 3784 ROMAN 4 RPT 3784 ROMAN 4 HIGHWAY 2-68 RPT 2-68 FROM RINCON RPT RINCON TO SAN ANTONIO DE LOS BANOS RPT SAN ANTONIO DE LOS BANOS. GRID LR 533374. TELL ME DAY AND HOUR WHEN I AM TO CARRY OUT OPERATION UNIFORM DELTA. KILOMETER STONE CACHE SITE IS ON MAP PAGE 3685 ROMAN 2 RPT 3685 ROMAN 2. (END OF FIRST CARTRIDGE)

2. FOLL IS TRANSLATION REF B: HIGHWAY FROM PUNTA BRAVA RPT PUNTA BRAVA TO SANTA FE RPT SANTA FE. GRID LR 454478 RPT 454478 MARKED SECRET

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED

Copy No.
AS KILOMETER NUMBER TWO, RPT KILOMETER NUMBER TWO. SPIKE IS BEHIND KILOMETER STONE. OPERATION UNIFORM BRAVO CARRIED OUT 30 (TWO GROUP GARBLE) PACKAGE JOSE RPT JOSE RPT FOUR RPT FOUR (THREE GROUP GARBLE) APPEARING TO BE RADIO (TWO GROUP GARBLE). MORE TOMORROW.

3. FYI: OPERATIN UNIFORM DELTA IS DEAD DROPPING OF AMWARM W/T GEAR IN CULVERT. KILOMETER STONE CACHE SITE CONTAINS 4,000 CUBAN PESOS FOR AMCOVE-1 AND IS KNOWN TO AMWEE-1 AS OPERATION UNIFORM WHISKEY. OPERATION UNIFORM BARVO INVOLVES PASSAGE OF CONCEALED ONE TIME PADS TO AMCOG-3 WITHOUT A-3 KNOWING AMWEE-1 INVOLVED. AS HQS WILL RECALL AMCOG-3 REVEALED TO AMWEE-1 LATE 61 HE IN CONTACT WITH KUBARK AND DESIRED AMWEE-1 CARRY REPORTS OUT FOR HIM. AMWEE REFUSED AND REPORTED AMCOG INCIDENT TO WAVER WHERE WE CHECKED OUT VERACITY AMWEE ALLEGATION VIA LOGLUTTER. WE FAIRLY SURE AMCOG NOT AWARE AMWEE-1 KUBARK TIES. DUE CARELESSE DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND WHETHER PADS HAVE BEEN PASSED OR ARE TO BE PASSED. AMWEE-1 NOT AWARE CONTENTS OF PACKAGE WHICH SIMPLY KNOWN TO HIM AS QUOTE JOSE-4 UNQUOTE.
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